
Objective [1.8]-Notes 
Given a functional “form” be able to identify whether it is linear, quadratic, exponential, logistic, rational, or other 

 

What is a “form” in algebra?    “Take a number multiply by another number and add another”.    Is that a form?   A form 
in basic algebra is like a set of general instructions the details of which (like the actual numbers) are not important.  It’s 
the instructions that matter.  The instructions I just described constitute a linear form.  Did you recognize it?   How do 
we write such a set of instructions mathematically?  We choose symbols to stand in place of the pieces of the rule as 
described in English.   What symbols we choose doesn’t matter as long as they are placed correctly in the form. 
 
So if I were to translate, “Take a number multiply by another number and add another” into symbols I would need three.  

How about using a,b,c.  It would look like ab c .    Do you recognize it as a linear form?   What if I wrote mx b ?   See 

you show a preference for certain symbols, but I just said the details (symbols) don’t matter so ab c  is just as valid a 

way to express a linear form as the old standby mx b .    
 
Now what if I use actual numbers like 5*6+7?   It turns out that is not an algebraic form, it is simply arithmetic.   In other 
words at least one of the “number”’s in  “Take a number multiply by another number and add another” needs to be 
symbol that stands for an element in a set, an INPUT set if you will.   So is 5x+7 is an algebraic form??, yes and no.   It’s a 
specific representative of an algebraic form in the same way a particular individual human(you!) is an example of the 
human species(form). 
 
Within the four algebraic models (forms) we will use in this class there are alternative ways of writing them that may 
make us think it is a different form but it’s not.  To make it confusing the alternate forms are called “forms” even though 
they refer to the same algebraic form.   For example polynomials, of which linear and quadratic are two, have something 
called standard form.   Take for example a quadratic.   The rule goes like this.   “take a number multiply it by itself and 
multiply it by another number, now add to that the same original number times yet another number, and finally add yet 
another number”.  You see this is getting out of hand we need to say this with symbols.     
 

2sz d z s   
 
Do you recognize this above as quadratic form(expression)?   How about if I wrote 
 

2ax bx c   
 
You see once again you show your preference for the letters and order of terms and factors but both are quadratic 
forms.  The second is called “standard form”.   I guess we could say the “standard form” of a quadratic form.  Now a 
couple things, first if b and c were zero we would still have a quadratic form with just a couple parts “invisible”. 
 

2ax  
 
Second if only a=0 then we no longer have a quadratic form we have a linear form (the basic rule changed) 
 

bx c  
 
Are there other forms of the quadratic (form).   BTW notice I am going to stop saying form all the time and just say 
“quadratic”. 
Yes, there is the vertex form which is actually is a “linear transformation” of the simplest example of a quadratic, the 

base quadratic 2x .  The mastery of what a linear transformation is and how to do it (objective 1.12) is very insightful but 
in this class will not be required.   So I will just have to give you the punch line.  Here is the vertex form of the quadratic 
(form). 
 

2( )a x b c   

 



Do you recognize it as a quadratic form?   I hope so cause it is.  If you expand the binomial square, multiple by the factor 
a and collect like terms by putting parenthesis around them and grouping any factors that are coefficients then there it 
is! (look up term and coefficient at www.mathwords.com) 
 

2 2(2 ) ( )ax ab x ab c    

 

Remember the symbols don’t matter.  So (2 )ab  is just a combination symbol in terms of the form as is 
2( )ab c .  If I 

assigned them new letters it might be more obvious. (2 )ab m  and 
2( )ab c n   then we get a recognizable 

quadratic form no? 
2ax mx n   

 
If I had to make a blanket statement about algebra and mathematics in general up to the highest levels it would be “It’s 
all about forms”.  Recognize a form and maybe you are back on familiar ground instead of thinking it is something new 
and foreign. 
 
So what about the form of exponential and logistic functions 

They come in two flavors (forms).   All this “form” stuff is confusing isn’t it?   That’s because we insist on understanding 

math by translating back and forth into English.   Those of you who have tried to master a second language know that 

you never “get it” until you stop translating into your first language and actually “think” in the new language, dream in 

it, make jokes in it.   If math seems hard to you it’s cause you are a beginning language student.   You are translating 

everything.   We can’t but help it.  The only people who don’t translate when learning a new language are very young 

kids who just imitate what they see and hear and then self correct when they are not understood.  No one teaches a two 

year old a language they “just pick it up”.   I know you have to translate, but try your best to “think” in math without 

translating and then maybe this confusion about multiple uses of the word “form” will go away. 

Ok, back to the objective. 

So the exponential comes in two forms (flavors) and since the logistic has an exponential form inside itself it has two 

forms.  We aren’t ready to talk about them yet but you can still recognize.   The book shows you both but here they are. 
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I deliberately chose different letters than the book to emphasize that symbol choices don’t matter, form does.  Compare 

these to the book (objective 1.8 tells you the pages!).  Do you see how they are the same form?   Well if not you will.  So 

maybe true mastery of this objective will come as the course proceeds and you start using these functions in practice.  

For now a simple matching ability would be ok.  If I wrote a bunch of forms on a page and asked you to identify them as 

www.mathwords.com


linear, quadratic, exponential, and logistic could you now?  Guess I will have to give you a sample problem.  What if I put 

something like this on the page? 

z  

What would you say?  Recognize it as the simplest example of a linear form?   

 

If I made a function with it by putting it on the RHS (right hand side) of full functional notation (recall objective 1.7) I 

could call it the identity function.  You give me any z and the function A says (reading the rule on the RHS) make it the 

output p.   Just give me back what I say!  Why if I were to graph that function a few points at a time (objective 1.6) I 

would see it was the line of slope one going through the origin.  Further this function is like multiplying any number by 1 

and 1 is the identity element for multiplication (see videos for section 0.1 of the book) and that is why it is called the 

identity function.   No surprise it ends up being pretty important even though it seems trivial.   Note: where did p and A 

come from??? I made them up and my choices don’t matter.  I could have easily chosen y for the output and f for the 

function, but I didn’t just to help you realize it’s the form of things that matter not the symbols. 

 ( )p A z z   

Ok, back to the example!  but what if I now show you 

1

z
 

What would you say?  It’s none of them!  It’s a rational form.  A rational form is made up a ratio, fraction, of 

polynomials.  In this case a constant polynomial of 1 divided by the simplest linear form z.   I don’t expect you to know 

the names of this or other forms (although you did study rational forms in intermediate algebra).  I do expect that you 

can recognize that they are not one of the four forms we will be studying and using in this class (linear, quadratic, 

exponential, and logistic). 

So how about something more tricky??  like a linear transformation of the exponential. 
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Do you recognize them both as an exponential form just like on the last page.  Well they are.  So here is your first 

exposure to something more tircky.  Maybe by the time we finishing learning about exponential models it will be an easy 

task.   Do your best for now, and maybe I won’t be too tricky….not . 

There is one last thing to note about the forms here and on the last page.    The e  in some of these examples is NOT a 

symbol for any number it is THE number 2.718e  .  It’s one of just a few of those transcendental numbers we know 

about (videos on section 0.1 of the book).   For now that is all you need know.  Later when we get to the objectives on 

the exponential models you will get a deeper understanding of where this number comes from and why it appears in 

one of the flavors of the exponential form. 


